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THE PREDICAMENT OF THE WIDEHATTIES

In the Spring,  Mother James Widehatty of  Sombrero End Cottage complained long and loud and
lamentably about the rain.  
'Every time it rains,' she moaned, 'My hatty gets brimful of  water and it overflows on to the tea-table.'  
What  was  worse  than that  (although Mother  Widehatty  would  never  dare  tell  her  most  particular
friends) was that moss, flowers, blackbirds and apple-blossom from the orchard would fall into her
hatty and lie there for days, and make her look and smell like a compost-heap.  But the hatties of  the
Widehatties are fine and big and very beautiful.  
In the Summer, Flashboy James Widehatty complained that his most fashionable hatty kept his face in
the shade.  But, like all young men, he would rather be pale than be seen without his splendid hatty.
And so he sunbathed in the garden, with his nose as white as a lily and the bees humming around the
hatty in search of  pollen.  
In the Autumn, Father James Widehatty Himself  would stomp around with a face as sour as vinegar
and lemon-mustard.    
'One moment my hatty is full of  squirrels and dead leaves and I  don't know what else.  The next, the
wind has got underneath it and blows me miles out of  my way.'  
Indeed, the sight of  Father James Himself  gusting in the air along below the clouds offered much
amusement to the cows and sheep.  But Mother Widehatty was waiting for him when he got home, late
for tea AGAIN and trailing piles of  leaves into the hall and through the kitchen, and she would hit him
with the soup-ladle, and he would punch her nose, and she would cry and fling cups and plates, and the
Grandparents James Widehatty would sit in their own grand corners picking broken crockery out of
their battered hatties (no Widehatty ever went through life with more than one hatty: the hatties were
too fine to throw away, and fitted their heads most faultlessly), and the little Widehatties went without
supper.   

Even if  they were sometimes a nuisance, the Widehatties loved their hatties, and when Winter came,
they would huddle by the fireside, repairing brims, decorating hatbands, painting feathers, repairing
chin-straps.  Outside, the snow fell: no Widehatty liked the snow  much, because it collected on top of
them and slowed them down.   

This particular year, the weather was abominable.  It snowed and it snowed and it snowed again and it
snowed.  And when it had finished snowing, it snowed even more.  Everyone's teeth chattered, the
windows muttered, the icicles tinkled in the wind.  When Christmas came, it was the turn of  the James
Widehatty family to cook the Christmas dinner for all the relatives.  

The invitations had gone out: to the family Hieronymus Widehatty (Aunt Beth and Uncle Hieronymus
the teacher and their children, who were named One, Two, Three and Three (Part II)), from Lower
Brim Valley; to the family T.S. Widehatty at Sweat Band Farm; and to the Old Man Widehatty who lived
in a mansion in Top Hat City.   

Christmas Morning and the snow lay thick around, crisp and silent, squeaking under the sensible boots
of  the Widehatty clan as it set off  for Sombrero End Cottage.  
The T.S. Widehatties had woken up to find that their front door would not open because snow was
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piled against the house, and it had taken them an hour, leaning against the door to heat it up, to get
outside.  They travelled by sledge at first, until the sledge began to sink beneath the white drifts.  Then
they plodded on foot, with the snow up to their eyes, until T.S. Widehatties did not know  where they
were.  
And although they did not realise it, the Hieronymus Widehatties and Old Man Widehatty (with his
footman, valet and accountant) were also lost and well past their eyeballs in snow.  Old Man Widehatty
had long since had to abandon his Rolls Royce car in a snow-filled country-lane.  All their hatties were
piled high with snow, and the youngest Widehatties had vanished altogether in the drifts, only managing
to cling to stray legs and arms that passed.   

At Sombrero End, Father James Widehatty looked at the clock ticking on the mantelpiece, considered
its ticking, looked out of  the window  at the snow, coughed.  
'I hope they haven't got lost,' he muttered.  
'Just like them to all turn up late,' grumbled Mother James, and gloomily swigged from her bottle of
cooking-sherry which she kept in her hatty for spectacular emergencies.   

When the Hieronymus Widehatties realised that they were lost and deep in snow, Hieronymus had a
bright idea.  He shook the snow from his hatty, a task which almost exhausted him, then called to his
eldest son: 
'One, come and stand on my hatty and see if  you can see where we are.'  
So One climbed on top of  his father and peered out.  He could see nothing except falling snow.  And
the snow fell and covered Hieronymus and came up to One's knees.  So One called to his brother
Three to stand on top of  him.  By the time Three had dug himself  out, with his sisters Two and Three
(Part II) hanging on for dear life, the snow already covered all but the tip of  One's hat, and, try as he
might, and try as his sisters might, they could see nothing of  interest.  And it snowed and it snowed.   
The T.S. Widehatties had had the same idea, and soon there were 

Baby T.S. Widehatty 
Jezebel T.S. Widehatty 
Thomas T.S. Widehatty 

Sachaverell T.S. Widehatty 
Jephat T.S. Widehatty 
Mama T.S. Widehatty 

T.S. Widehatty 

all standing on top of  each other and covered in snow in the west; and somewhere in the south, Old
Man Widehatty peered forth from a height of  sixteen feet.   

At Sombrero End Cottage, the nut-loaf  was burned to a cinder, Mother James Widehatty was having
hysterics, the children brawled and bawled.  So Father James Himself  called them to order, distributed
wellington boots and woolly mitts and led them out in search of  the missing Clan Widehatty.  
They had not gone far before they too were utterly lost and up to their ears in snow.  
Flashboy - for the first time in his sweet life - had an idea: 
'OK, people,' he proclaimed, 'Let's get it together.  Old Boy, I'll stand on your hatty, and the Old Lady
can stand on my hatty and we'll see if  we can spot anything.'  
Since, by that time, no one could hear anything because the weight of  the snow had pushed their
hatties down over their ears, Flashboy had to dig them all out, gather them together, organise them,
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balance them, stand one on top of  the other; and by the time it was finished, only the smallest, standing
on top of  everyone else could see anything.  And even then he could see nothing.  It snowed some
more.   

When the thaw came, inch by inch and foot by foot, the Clan Widehatty began to emerge from the
snowdrifts.  Dripping, trickling, waterfalls.  First the youngest Widehatties and finally the oldest, all fast
asleep dreaming of  warm beds, featherdown quilts and nut-loaf  with cranberry sauce.  
And when they woke up and saw their predicament, they all quivered in fear: the youngest Widehatties
were thirty feet off  the ground, and no one dared move in case legs and heads were broken; or worse,
in case a hatty was dented.  So the fresh winds blew around them: the T.S.Widehatties in the west, the
Hieronymus Widehatties in the east, the Old Man Widehatty and his household in the south, the James
Widehatties in the north.  On a clear day, they could all see each other.  
Their hair and beards grew long, while around them trees grew and creepers crept and crows built their
nests.  After a hundred years, only the topmost Widehatties could see over the tree-tops, and after a
hundred and fifty years they were all lost in the woods, where you can probably see them still, if  you
look most strenuously hard.  But their fine hatties keep the rain off  their boots.    
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